
Concerning China Compulsary Certification <CCC> for our cables, hereunder please find the 

following information

1.) Products from Lapp catalogue that MUST have CCC approval when imported into China: 
- H05V-K, H07V-K 
- H05RR-F, H05RN-F, H07RN-F 
- OELFLEX 140 / 140CY, OELFLEX 150 / 150CY 
- further <HAR> harmonized cables in general 

2.) Since 1st July 2010 Lapp has no longer CCC - Approvals for:
- ÖLFLEX® 140/ 140CY
- ÖLFLEX® 150/ 150CY Quattro
These cables have to be considered as described under 3.) 

3.) Products from Lapp catalogue with final destination in China that basically cannot
be exported as Lapp do not have the required approvals:
- H05V-K, H07V-K 
- H05RR-F, H05RN-F, H07RN-F
- ÖLFLEX® 140/ 140CY and ÖLFLEX® 150/ 150CY Quattro
- further <HAR> harmonized cables in general
Yet, if above mentioned items are finally to be re-exported after installation into the 
equipment, it's also possible to enter into China without CCC approval. In this case, 
the importer has to provide adequate information to the Chinese authority to prove. 

4.) What about other products from Lapp catalogue when exported to China ?
Other products than the ones mentioned in 1) above can be imported into China as 
CCC exemptions. 
Yet, for customs clearing, the importer must declare and fill in the forms and submit them 
to the customs authority at the port of unload. Please note under such circumstances -
such declaration must be and can only be done by the importer itself. 
Lapp China has put those items already into the Customs database in Shanghai, so 
Lapp Shanghai as an importer don't need to clarify each and every time to the Customs 
when importing by themselves. 
To support Lapp customers we provide a product related set of documentation for 
declaration purposes including: 
a. the english catalogue page including the description and the picture of the product. 
b. a declaration-form for the respective China (Shanghai) Inspection & Quarantine 
Bureau. 

c. the 'old' product exemption (if existing) to support the declaration. This 'old' confirmation 
of product exemption is in general not longer part of the procedure but may 
nevertheless help.

5.) 'Contact' - Port of unload - for example 'Shanghai' www.shciq.gov.cn/english 
<Shanghai Entry-Exit Inspection and Quarantine Bureau> 

The information on this page is released to be given to Lapp customers.


